Neurocritical care for hypoxic-ischaemic encephalopathy: cooling and beyond

The use of therapeutic hypothermia is now the standard of care for infants with hypoxic-ischaemic encephalopathy (HIE). Effective treatment requires early identification and safe transfer to a regional cooling centre. This article reviews some of the latest evidence from infants who have been cooled and highlights the crucial role of neurophysiology and neuroimaging in providing important diagnostic and prognostic information.
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Key points
1. Initiation of cooling should not be delayed and temperature stability can be maintained during transport using servo-controlled systems.
2. aEEG remains extremely useful for continuous assessment of cerebral activity and in identifying seizures. MRI scans should be undertaken at the optimal time and interpreted by individuals with expertise.
3. Comprehensive long-term follow-up data on cooled infants is limited – follow-up programmes should extend beyond infancy.
4. A multi-disciplinary 'neurocritical care' approach to management will ensure high-quality, consistent and timely care.

Hypoxic-ischaemic encephalopathy (HIE) is a condition of altered neurological state resulting from a critical lack of blood flow and oxygen to the brain around birth. In the UK the incidence is estimated at between one and two per 1,000 live births; globally over one million infants die each year. Survivors are at high risk of developing life-long neurodisability, placing an enormous physical, psychological and financial burden on their families and society.

One of the major advances in neonatal care in recent years has been the introduction of therapeutic hypothermia to treat infants with HIE. This practice, endorsed by the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) and the British Association of Perinatal Medicine (BAPM), follows decades of basic and clinical research. As research is translated into clinical practice there are a number of challenges to managing these infants, particularly with regard to early identification: who to cool and how their parents are counselled.

Resuscitation and early identification: who to cool
Identification of infants who may benefit from cooling is based on evidence of fetal compromise (low Apgar score, metabolic acidosis, continued need for resuscitation) and emerging encephalopathy (abnormal conscious level, altered tone and reflexes and/or seizures). Although most experimental studies started cooling immediately after the hypoxic-ischaemic insult, for practical purposes the main clinical trials enrolled infants within six hours of birth. The clinical trials did not show a significant difference in neurodevelopmental outcome between those cooled early (less than four hours) and those cooled late (four to six hours); there was a trend to favour those cooled earlier.

Experimental evidence also suggests a lack of benefit from delayed cooling. It is therefore important that infants potentially eligible for cooling are identified early and cooling commenced immediately.

Both the CoolCap and TOBY trials used amplitude-integrated electroencephalography (aEEG) to assess the severity of encephalopathy before enrolling infants. The CoolCap study showed that at 18 months of age, the aEEG amplitude and presence of seizures were independently associated with poor outcome; in the TOBY study the outcome following cooling was not related to the severity of abnormality on the initial aEEG.

It has been reported that the early (three to six hours) predictive value of aEEG was lost with hypothermia; a recent prospective study has also found that early aEEG (less than nine hours of age) was not predictive of neurodevelopmental outcome at 18-24 months of age in cooled infants. However, accurate grading of encephalopathy is difficult in the hours immediately following delivery and it is important that repeated and systematic neurological evaluation is carried out and documented regularly; Sarnat, Thompson and Miller scoring systems are all useful validated tools for this purpose.

Currently there is no evidence that infants with apparently mild encephalopathy benefit from cooling. Infants who meet the criteria initially who subsequently improve within six hours remain a challenge, as enrolment into clinical trials would have
dependent on the timing of initial assessment. If a decision is made to re-warm an infant whose neurology showed significant improvement in the first hours of life, it would be advisable to continue close monitoring, ideally accompanied by continuous aEEG monitoring as these infants may still go on to develop seizures. It is unclear whether re-cooling following seizures would be beneficial; they are an important group to study and significant neurodevelopmental morbidity in these infants may make us more reticent to re-warm them in the future.

Stabilisation and transfer to the regional cooling centre

There are 20 regional transport units in the UK; most teams continue passive cooling during transfer. In the East of England, the Acute Neonatal Transfer Service (ANTS) started a 24-hour emergency service in October 2009. By May 2011 they had 106 requests for transfer of babies with HIE and moved 73 infants to one of three cooling centres in the region. Thirty-three infants were not transferred for cooling, either because they did not fit the predefined TOBY register cooling criteria, or because their neurological status was so abnormal (eg fixed dilated pupils, absent corneal reflex) that further intensive support was deemed to be futile. Between October 2009 and May 2011, the time taken to achieve target temperature had reduced significantly (regression coefficient -12.8; 95%CI 19.2 to -6.5, p=0.0002) (Figure 1). There was also a trend towards earlier referral, earlier commencement of passive cooling and earlier admission to the regional cooling cot.

The experience in the East of England is similar to that in London15 and also mirrors that of cooling during transport in other countries, which highlight the problem of overcooling16-18 and demonstrate the importance of continuous core-temperature (rectal temperature) monitoring. Given the challenges of maintaining stable temperatures during transport, ANTS have used a servo-controlled device since March 2011. Since its introduction there has been a significant reduction in the number of infants either overcooled or not achieving target temperature on arrival at the cooling centres. Other regions have reported their experience with active cooling, and similarly found significantly improved thermal control19-21. In order to avoid overcooling, it would therefore be reasonable to recommend that neonatal transport teams invest in servo-controlled equipment if moving infants any significant distance.

Continuing evaluation: the role of aEEG and EEG

The BAPM statement on therapeutic hypothermia emphasised that infants receiving cooling should be: “Supported by a multidisciplinary team experienced in intensive care, neonatal electrophysiology (both aEEG and conventional EEG) and neuro-MRI (magnetic resonance imaging). Their care should be directed by clinicians experienced in the diagnosis and prognosis of perinatal brain injury”. The diagnosis of HIE is often not straightforward and careful neurological assessment is essential for diagnostic and prognostic purposes.

Although the early predictive value of aEEG may be more limited, electro-physiological monitoring either with aEEG or EEG remains extremely useful for continuous assessment of cerebral activity and in identifying seizure activity. Recovery time to normal background pattern remains a strong predictor of outcome; similarly, failure to develop sleep-wake cycling by 72 hours of age is a good predictor of poor outcome22.

Neonatal seizures are most commonly due to HIE; however they are frequently under-diagnosed and remain difficult to treat. Historically seizures have been shown to be strong predictors of death or disability and there is growing evidence that seizures themselves can worsen pre-existing injury23. A good comparison between aEEG and EEG in seizure detection has been reported24, however other studies suggest that aEEG may underestimate the burden of seizures in neonates, particularly if seizures are focal in nature, originating at sites distant from the aEEG electrodes25. Although continuous multichannel video-EEG monitoring remains the gold standard, it relies heavily on neurophysiological expertise to interpret recordings. Automated seizure detection algorithms have been developed; to date no system has sufficient sensitivity or specificity to be recommended for routine clinical use, but it is an exciting area of active research26.

The effect of cooling on seizures has been studied – a decreased seizure burden was reported in neonates with moderate HIE who were cooled27. Interestingly it has also been reported that 40% of cooled infants who had seizures had good clinical outcomes28. It is possible that these observations reflect some of the therapeutic benefits of cooling.

MRI following cooling

MRI and magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) are useful predictors of long-term neurodevelopmental outcome, although the optimal timing of scanning using conventional imaging is late at seven to ten days of age. Changes in diffusion weighted imaging and MRS can be seen earlier and may aid management, particularly with regard to withdrawal of intensive support, although MRI imaging should never be used in isolation29. In a sub-study of the TOBY trial, findings from 131 infants who had MRI scans were reported30. Fewer cerebral lesions in cooled infants were observed and the predictive value of MRI for subsequent neurological impairment was not affected by cooling. Similar results have been reported from sub-studies of the US National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHID) cooling trial and Australian Infant Cooling Evaluation (ICE) trial31. Interestingly
more lesions on MRI have been reported in infants who received selective head cooling (SHC), compared to those with whole body cooling (WBC)\(^6\).

The American Academy of Pediatrics currently recommends conventional MRI in all term infants with neonatal encephalopathy, but no similar recommendation exists in the UK\(^2\).

A lack of standardisation with respect to timing, sequences and reporting of MRI scans may limit the diagnostic and predictive value of this technique. A more coordinated approach would ensure all infants with HIE receive high quality MRI scans and reports in a timely manner. Both EEG and MRI can be reported remotely and best practice may be to centralise expertise. More explicit national guidance is needed.

**Follow-up and long-term prognosis**

The number needed to treat with cooling to prevent one death from HIE is nine and to have one extra infant with normal neurological outcome at 18 months of age, is eight\(^5\). Although encouraging, this means there is still a significant burden of disability after cooling. To identify problems early, it is important these children receive long-term follow-up. The NICHD cooling trial recently published follow-up of infants at six to seven years of age\(^6\). Although the primary outcome of death or disability was not significantly different between the two groups (p=0.06), it did show a reduction in death with no increase in disability or low IQ in the cooling group. Despite a good follow-up rate the study was not powered to evaluate secondary outcomes, such as individual components of disability, cognitive and motor outcomes and overall physical and psychosocial health.

Previous long-term follow-up studies suggest that survivors of neonatal encephalopathy without major disability typically have an increased risk of subtle neurological disabilities when assessed at school age\(^6\). Although BAPM recommend neurodevelopmental assessment at two years of age, it is important that these infants are followed-up throughout childhood to identify more subtle problems and attention is given during schooling to additional educational needs.

**Neonatal neurocritical care: an emerging specialty**

Adult neurocritical care is a growing multidisciplinary sub-specialty that combines expertise in intensive care, neurology, neurosurgery and neuroradiology. Evidence suggests that specialised neurocritical care not only improves the quality of care and reduces clinical risk but also can improve long-term neurological outcome\(^6\).

Several core principles from adult neurocritical care can be applied to management of these infants; careful attention to temperature control, oxygenation, blood pressure and glucose regulation can prevent secondary brain injury. In the East of England, the experience is that a coordinated, protocol-driven approach can improve identification and timely management of infants with HIE. Advances in neuroradiology and epilepsy can be provided in a timely manner. Both EEG and MRI can be reported remotely and best practice may be to centralise expertise. More explicit national guidance is needed.

**TABLE 1** Areas of active research and ongoing development.

Combines expertise in intensive care, neurology, neurosurgery and neuroradiology. Evidence suggests that specialised neurocritical care not only improves the quality of care and reduces clinical risk but also can improve long-term neurological outcome\(^6\).

Several core principles from adult neurocritical care can be applied to management of these infants; careful attention to temperature control, oxygenation, blood pressure and glucose regulation can prevent secondary brain injury. In the East of England, the experience is that a coordinated, protocol-driven approach can improve identification and timely management of infants with HIE. Advances in neuroradiology and epilepsy can be provided in a timely manner. Both EEG and MRI can be reported remotely and best practice may be to centralise expertise. More explicit national guidance is needed.

**Conclusion**

The introduction of therapeutic hypothermia into clinical practice is one of the major advances in neonatal medicine in recent years. Further research is required to identify other patient groups who may benefit from cooling, as well as therapeutic adjuncts to cooling (TABLE 1). Alongside the continuing developments in neuroradiology and neuroimaging, the ability to provide consistent high quality care to these vulnerable infants will stem from a coordinated and multidisciplinary ‘brain orientated’ approach.
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